Key Term Crossword

Across
3. A private police force created by the West
India Trading Company in 1798 that
represented the first professional, salaried
police force in London.
5. A mode of policing that emphasizes the
maintenance of order and informal
intervention on the part of the police officer
rather than strict enforcement of the law.

6. Published in 1931 and 1932, the 14volume report was the first comprehensive
national study of U.S. crime and law
enforcement.
9. Law that established federal government
positions would be awarded on the basis of
merit rather than political affiliation.
11. An early form of English government
that divided communities into groups of 10
men who were responsible for the group’s

conduct and ensured that a member charged
with breaking the law appeared in court.
14. In early England, the alarm that citizens
were required to raise upon the witness or
discovery of a criminal offense.
17. A police organization created circa 1748
by magistrates and brothers Henry Fielding
and Sir John Fielding whose members went
on patrol, rather than remaining at a
designated post.
18. A mode of policing that emphasizes
enforcement of the letter of the law.
19. A community policing program that
encourages residents to cooperate in
providing security for the neighborhood.
20. A mode of policing that is concerned
primarily with serving the community and
citizens.
21. Created in 1829 by Sir Robert Peel, it
was the first successful bill to create a
permanent, public police force.
22. A style of policing that attempts to
address the underlying social problems that
contribute to crime by integrating research
and scientific problem-solving strategies to
analyze instances of crime with the goal of
developing more effective response
strategies.
23. The main federal law enforcement
agency in the United States, which operates
under the Department of Justice and deals
with domestic crime that crosses state lines,
as well as some types of significant crime
within the states, such as terrorism.
Down
1. Non-violent criminal offense committed
during the course of business for financial
gain.
2. A department of the U.S. government
responsible for preventing terrorism and
enhancing national security; securing and
managing U.S. borders; enforcing and
administering U.S. immigration laws;
safeguarding and securing U.S. interests on

the Internet; and assisting in the federal
response to terrorist attacks and natural
disasters within the United States.
4. An early English system overseen by the
constable in which a watchman guarded a
city’s or town’s gates at night.
7. The federal executive agency that is
responsible for promoting economic
prosperity and ensuring the financial
security of the United States.
8. A form of policing that punishes every
infraction of the law, however minor, with
an arrest, fine, or other penalty so that
offenders will refrain from committing more
serious offenses.
10. The idea that untended property or
deviant behavior will attract crime.
12. The federal executive agency that
handles all criminal prosecutions and civil
suits in which the United States has an
interest.
13. A slang term for the police force created
in 1829 by Sir Robert Peel’s Metropolitan
Police Act that was derived from the short
form of Robert, Bob.
15. A policing strategy that attempts to
harness the resources and residents of a
given community in stopping crime and
maintaining order.
16. The head of law enforcement for large
districts in early England. In the modern
United States, a constable serves areas such
as rural townships and is usually elected.

